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Behaviour as a Complex Adaptive System
1.
1. Emergence:
Emergence:behaviors
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interaction
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onthe
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1a. Behaviour as a dynamical process resulting from fine-grained
interactions between the control system the body and the environment
push an object
explore
avoid obstacles
locomote

The
Theenvironment
environmentand
andthe
theagent/environmental
agent/environmental
relation
relationco-determine
co-determinethe
thebody
bodyand
andthe
themotor
motor
reaction
reactionof
ofthe
theagent
agentthat,
that,ininturn,
turn,cocodetermines
determineshow
howthe
theenvironment
environmentand/or
and/orthe
the
agent/environmental
agent/environmentalrelation
relationchanges
changes
Sequences
Sequencesof
ofinteractions
interactions(occurring
(occurringat
ataafast
fast
time
timerate)
rate)lead
leadto
todynamical
dynamicalprocesses
processes ––
behaviors
behaviors ––that
thatextend
extendover
oversignificant
significantlonger
longer
time
timespans
spans

environment
body

Control
System

Behaviors
Behaviorsand
andbehavioral
behavioralproperties
propertiesemerge
emerge
from
fromthe
theinteractions
interactionsand
andcannot
cannotbe
betraced
tracedback
back
to
toany
anyof
ofthe
thethree
threeelements
elementstaken
takenininisolation.
isolation.

1b. Discriminating objects with different shapes

genotype

phenotype

F = time spent close to cylinders

The observed behavior arise
from the interaction between the
robot and the environment
Discrimination is the emergent
result of several
agent/environmental interactions
[Nolfi, 1996]

1c. Reaching and remaining in the good side of the environment
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[Nolfi & Parisi 1996]

2a.Behavior as a phenomenon originating from the
interaction between coupled dynamical processes
Behavior

Environment

The external dynamic originates
from the interaction between the
control system, the body, and the
environment.

Body

Control
System

The internal dynamics originate
from the interaction occurring within
the control system, the body, and
the environment.
The interaction between dynamical
processes which have been coadapted might lead to coupled
dynamics (to the synthesis of
adaptive properties that emerge
from the interaction between
different dynamical processes).

2b. Development of spatial representation in evolving
autonomous robots

Selection criterion: The robot is rewarded for exploring the
environment by visiting all locations and for recognizing the location
in which it previously found the black disk

[Gigliotta
[Gigliotta&&Nolfi,
Nolfi,2007]
2007]

2c. Development of spatial representation in evolving
autonomous robots
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The internal dynamics consists of dynamical internal neurons working
at tunable time scales
The agent/environmental dynamics consists in the alternation of few
relatively stable sensory states lasting for different time duration
The coupling between the two dynamical processes originates from
the fact that the free parameters that regulate the two dynamics and
their interaction are co-adapted and co-shaped during the
evolutionary process

[Gigliotta
[Gigliotta&&Nolfi,
Nolfi,2007]
2007]

2d. How robot’s internal representation is generated
while the robot moves in the environment
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[Gigliotta
[Gigliotta&&Nolfi,
Nolfi,2007]
2007]

3a. Behaviour as a multi-levels and multi-scales phenomenon
Behavior
Navigation
Obstacle avoidance
environment

Behavior
Behaviorisisaaphenomenon
phenomenonwith
withdifferent
differentlevels
levels
of
oforganization
organizationinvolving
involvingproperties
propertiesextending
extending
at
atdifferent
differenttime
timescales
scales

body

C

Target approaching

The
Theinteractions
interactionsbetween
betweenthe
theagent
agentcontrol
control
system,
system,body,
body,and
andthe
theenvironment
environment(and
(and
eventually
eventuallythe
thecoupling
couplingbetween
betweenthe
theinternal
internal
and
andthe
theexternal
externaldynamics)
dynamics)lead
leadto
tolower
lowerlevel
level
behaviors
behaviorsextending
extendingfor
forshort
shorttime
timespans
spans
The
TheInteraction
Interactionbetween
betweenlower
lowerlevel
levelbehaviors
behaviors
lead
leadto
tohigher
higherlevel
levelbehaviors
behaviorsextending
extendingover
over
longer
longertime
timespans
spans

3b. Collective behaviour as a multi-levels and multiscales phenomenon
Culture / Language
Social behaviors
Individual behaviors

The
Thestructure
structureof
ofthe
theinteractions,
interactions,ininthe
the
case
caseof
ofcollective
collectivebehavior,
behavior,isissimilar
similarto
to
that
thatof
ofindividual
individualbehavior
behaviorbut
butinvolves
involvesaa
much
muchlarger
largernumber
numberof
ofconcurrent
concurrent
interactions.
interactions.
Moreover,
Moreover,ininthe
thecase
caseof
ofcollective
collective
behavior,
behavior,the
thelayered
layeredstructure
structureof
ofthe
the
emergent
emergentproperties
propertiesmight
mightinclude
include
complex
complexhigh
highlevel
levelproperties
properties(e.g.
(e.g.
language
languageor
orculture)
culture)that
thatextend
extendover
over
even
evenlonger
longertime
timespans.
spans.

3c. Evolving Swarm-Bots displaying coordinated
motion and light-approaching

[http://www.swarm-bots.org

Denebourg, Dorigo, Floreano, Gambardella, Mondada, Nolfi, 2002-2004]

[Baldassarre, Trianni, Bonani,
Mondada, Dorigo, Nolfi, 2006 ]

3d. Integration of different behavioral abilities and
generalization
motors

traction sensor

light sensors

bias

Robots
Robotsgeneralize
generalizewith
withrespect
respectto:
to:
1)
1)The
Thenumber
numberofofassembled
assembledrobots
robots
2)
2)The
Theshape
shapeofofthe
theswarm-bot
swarm-bot
3)
The
type
of
links
3) The type of links
Display
Displayadditional
additionalbehavioral
behavioralcapabilities:
capabilities:
1)
1)Collective
Collectiveobstacle
obstacleavoidance
avoidance
2)
2)Collective
Collectiveobject-pushing
object-pushingpulling
pulling
3)
3)Dynamical
Dynamicalshape
shapere-arrangement
re-arrangement

[Baldassarre, Parisi, Nolfi 2004 ]

3e. The multi-level structure of the emerging
collective behavior
collective navigation
exploration

phototaxis

conformistic behavior
obstacle avoidance

coordinated obstacle avoidance

coordinate motion

move forward behavior
coordinate light approaching

dynamical shape re-arrangement

[Baldassarre, Parisi, Nolfi 2004 ]

3f. Low levels behaviors as a pre-requisite for the
development of higher levels skills
Even simple robots evolved for solving relatively simple problems display
behaviors with a multi-level and multi-scale organization
The multi-level organization of behavior is important for explaining robots’
generalization abilities

The development of lower-level behavioral skills might pose the basis for the
development of further skills at higher levels of organization potentially leading
to an open-ended process in which innovations create the basis for further
innovations

3g.The emergence of communication in population
of initially non communicating agents
In this experiment we evolved a population of robots for the ability to perform a
collective foraging problem in which group of robots has to equally distribute
between foraging areas to maximize the energy extracted by the group
The analysis of the results obtained indicates that robots develop:
Several individual and social behavioral skills with a multi-level and a
multi-scale organization
A shared communication system including 4-6 different signals each
playing different functions and/or carrying different meanings depending
on the context

[Marocco & Nolfi 2006, 2007 ]

3h. The multi-level organization of robots’ behaviour
collective foraging behavior

approach target areas

signal full target

explore

move forward
exit from target area

signal overload
target

avoid obstacle
remain in targets

avoid target areas

signal non-target vs target

[Marocco & Nolfi 2006, 2007 ]

4a. Behavior as a phenomenon affected by higher
levels of organization
Behavior
Navigation
Obstacle avoidance
environment
body

High-level
High-levelbehaviors
behaviorsextending
extendingover
overlong
longtime
time
spans
spanslater
lateraffect
affectlower-level
lower-levelbehaviors
behaviors
extending
extendingat
atshorter
shortertime
timespans
spans

C

Target approaching

This means that the behaviors, which
originate from the interaction between the
agent and the environment and from the
interaction between lower levels behaviors,
later affect the lower levels behaviors and
the interaction from which they originate.

4b. Behavior as a phenomenon affected by higher
levels of organization
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[Nolfi & Marocco, 2002]

4c. Behavior as a phenomenon affected by higher
levels of organization
Move by keep touching
the corners of the object
environment
body

Control
System

Move by following the
curvilinear surface
Move by following the
curvilinear surface

The interaction between the control
system of the robot, its body, and
the environment lead to the
exhibition of different behavior in
different environmental conditions
The behaviors exhibited by the
robot lead to the perception of two
rather different set of stimuli that
are used by the robot to
discriminate the object shape
The stimuli that are used to
categorize the object are not
provided directly by the
environment but are actionmediated

4d. Navigating toward selected target areas
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Leaving a corner with an angle of about 45 degrees ensures that the
robots will always encounter long walls which, combined with the
behavior of avoiding obstacles by turning on the left, ensures that the
robot will always encounter green corners.
The leaving-corner behavior thus eliminates the need to discriminate
between long and short walls since obstacles corresponding to short
walls are never experienced after the first corner has been left.

5a. Behavior as an Adaptive System
Adaptivity
Adaptivityisisaafoundational
foundationalcharacteristic
characteristicof
ofbehavioral
behavioralsystems.
systems.
Systems
Systemsthat
thathave
havebeen
beenhandcrafted
handcraftedby
byhuman
humandesigners
designersdo
donot
notfully
fully
exploit
exploitproperties
propertiesemerging
emergingfrom
fromthe
theinteractions.
interactions.Systems
Systemsof
ofthis
thissort
sort
are
areembodied
embodiedand
andsituated
situatedonly
onlyininaalimited
limitedsense
sensesince
sinceare
areprovided
provided
with
withaabody
bodyand
andare
aresituated
situatedininan
anphysical
physicalenvironment,
environment,are
arenot
not
shaped
shapedso
soto
totake
takefull
fulladvantage
advantageof
oftheir
theirembodiment
embodimentand
andsituatedness
situatedness
The
Thedifficulty
difficultydesigning
designingrobots
robotsable
ableto
toexploit
exploitemerging
emergingproperties
propertieslies
lies
on
onthe
thecomplex
complexadaptive
adaptivesystem
systemof
ofbehavior
behavior

5b. Behavior as an Adaptive System
Adaptive
Adaptivetechniques,
techniques,on
onthe
theother
otherhand,
hand,are
arenot
notaffected
affectedby
bythe
the
complexity
complexityof
ofthe
therelation
relationbetween
betweenthe
therules
rulesthat
thatregulate
regulatethe
thefine
fine
grained
grainedinteraction
interactionand
andthe
theresulting
resultingbehavior
behaviorsince
sincethey
theydo
donot
notneed
needto
to
take
takethis
thisrelation
relationinto
intoaccount.
account.They
Theylimit
limitthemselves
themselvesto
toselect
selectthe
the
variations
variationsthat
thatlead
leadto
touseful
usefulemergent
emergentproperties.
properties.
Adaptivity
Adaptivityisisaafoundational
foundationalcharacteristic
characteristicof
ofbehavioral
behavioralsystems
systemsas
aswell
well
as
asembodiment
embodimentand
andsituatedness
situatedness

Conclusions
We
Wehave
haveshown
shownhow
howfunctional
functionalbehaviors
behaviorsmight
mightemerge
emergefrom
fromthe
thefinefinegrained
grainedinteractions
interactionsbetween
betweenthe
therobot’s
robot’sbody,
body,the
therobot’s
robot’scontrol
control
system,
system,and
andthe
theenvironment
environmentwithout
withoutthe
theneed
needof
ofdedicated
dedicatedcontrol
control
structures.
structures.
We
Wehave
haveseen
seenhow
howcomplex
complexskills
skillsmight
mightemerge
emergefrom
fromthe
theinteraction
interaction
between
betweensimple
simpleinternal
internaland
andexternal
externaldynamical
dynamicalprocesses
processes
We
Wehave
havedemonstrated
demonstratedhow
howadaptive
adaptivesystems
systemstypically
typicallydisplay
display
behaviors
behaviorswith
withaamulti-level
multi-leveland
andmulti-scale
multi-scaleorganization
organizationand
andhow
howthis
this
organization
organizationaffect
affectagents’
agents’generalization
generalizationskills
skillsand
andagents’
agents’evolvability
evolvability
(i.e.
(i.e.agents’
agents’chance
chanceto
tofurther
furtherimprove
improvetheir
theiradaptive
adaptiveskills).
skills).
We
Wehave
havediscussed
discussedhow
howhigher-level
higher-levelbehaviors
behaviorslater
lateraffect
affectthe
thelowerlowerlevels
levelsbehaviors
behaviorsand
andthe
thefine-grained
fine-grainedinteractions
interactionsfrom
fromwhich
whichthey
they
originate
originateand
andhow
howthese
theseeffects
effectsmight
mightbe
beexploited
exploitedto
tosolve
solvecomplex
complex
problems
problemswith
withsimple
simplecontrol
controlmechanisms
mechanisms

Conclusions 2
We
Wehave
haveclaimed
claimedthat
thatadaptivity,
adaptivity,together
togetherwith
withembodiment
embodimentand
and
situatedness,
situatedness,isisaafoundational
foundationalelement
elementof
ofbehavioral
behavioralsystems
systems

